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Overview

What is Symbolic Regression?
The Machine Learning Perspective

maximum likelihood/maximum posterior
The role of priors

Inductive Inference
universal priors

Implications for GP

Symbolic Regression (naïve view)

Given a set of input data x and a set of 
desired outputs t, find a function f such that:

Symbolic Regression

Find function structure (+ coefficients) using 
Genetic Programming

(ADD (MULT X 0.341) Y)
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Process

Normal GP choices:
Some representation

Tree, linear, graph, ...
Some fitness function 

Error based: MAE, MSE, or something else 
The regular stuff

 Do something with constants

What do you get?

Automatic variable selection
Explicit symbolic results

Interpretation (gray box?)
Acceptance by engineers
Ease of implementation for resulting expressions

Freedom to implement non-continuous cost 
functions
Multi-Objective search

Applications

Physics / Engineering
empirical equations/differential equations

Econometrics
empirical relations

Finance
trading rules

Industry
process control/identification

...

The END

Without a proper framework to discuss 
issues in Symbolic Regression, this is about 
what can be said.
However, let's turn to ML + Statistics and see 
if there's more
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Basic Statistical Theory on 
Regression

Formal description of relationship between 
probability, error measures, likelihood, posterior 

distributions and prior distributions

Likelihood (definition)

Likelihood (computation)

Symbolic Regression (correct view)

Given a set of input data x and a set of 
desired outputs t, find a function f such that:
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The role of epsilon

Likelihood and Noise

Log-Likelihood / Squared Error

Robust Error Measures
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Maximum Likelihood is limited

Bayes Rule

Maximize Posterior

A Prior for GP
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A Prior for GP

Maximum Posterior for GP

Exponential Prior on size 

Conclusions

Noise assumption determines error function
Likelihood

In GP maximum posterior not equal to 
maximum likelihood

Infinite space, assuming uniform prior is wrong
Introducing a prior creates penalty function

Free parameter(s) value(s) inherently unknown
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Theory of Inductive Inference

MDL & Universal priors (brief)

Occam's Razor

Objects should not be multiplied beyond 
necessity

What is necessity?
If any improvement in error is a good thing, 
Occam does not lead to penalty based 
parsimony pressure:

does lead to lexicographical parsimony pressure

Minimum Description Length
(Rissanen)

Minimize the total length in bits to transmit:
The model
The exceptions 

What's tree coding length?

Our simple prior on size translates to a 
coding of x bits per node
Formally, we're searching in the space of 
programs of variable length 
Every program can be described as a prefix 
(self-delimiting) sequence for a Universal 
Turing Machine
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Solomonoff's Universal Prior

The universal prior probability of any prefix p of a 
computable sequence x is the sum of the 

probabilities of all programs (for a universal 
computer) that compute something starting with p

Inductive inference and GP

Our simple prior on size is a particular 
assumption about the universal coding 
function L
when using the universal prior, the maximum 
posterior function becomes

Statement

Bloat is not an inherent problem in GP

Bloat is purely caused by ignoring program 
complexity in the objective function definition.

Solomonoff's theory of inductive inference shows 
that the prior is necessarily (a) complexity based, 

and (b) exponentially weighted

Implications for Symbolic 
Regression
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The true objective function for SR

A practical objective function

Penalty based optimization

Multi Objective
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Pareto Dominance

Pareto Dominance can be Overkill

Convex Multi-Objective Front

Convex hull optimization

Because the 'true' objective function is 
additive, but with an unknown tradeoff the 
convex hull of the Pareto set contains the 
solution
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Conclusions

For symbolic regression we perform 
maximum posterior search

Priors cannot be ignored 
Maximum likelihood search is wrong, and 
leads to issues with bloat
Penalty based search on 'complexity'/'error' 
trade-off is difficult due to lack of knowledge
Multi-objective search towards the convex 
hull in more promising
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